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This month saw a handful of new regulations that affect business in Vietnam. We’ve
briefed them and outlined the most important changes from each new law. They cover
everything from new food safety rules to requirements for tax refunds to new rules for
lawyers.
We hope you find this month’s Client Alert helpful and wish you prosperity in the coming
month. We look forward to working with you.
Sincerely,
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Dang The Duc
Managing Partner
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Executive
Summary

Last month we looked at a circular that outlined several new developments in the
management of food safety. This month we follow up with a look at a new Decree issued
by the Government that provides guidance on aspects of food preparation, shipment and
advertisement. SEE MORE NEW RULES ON MANAGEMENT OF FOOD SAFETY.
The Government issued new rules for the accrual and enjoyment of unemployment
insurance benefits. The new Decree sets out situations in which an unemployed laborer
can access his benefits, when he or she is considered unemployed, and what payments
must be made to qualify. SEE SOME SIGNIFICANT CHANGES ON UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE.
Tax refunds come in for a revamp with a new law that revisits old rules. Particularly of
interest is the classification of taxpayers into categories for refunds, namely check before
refund or refund before check. SEE THE AMENDED TAX ADMINISTRATION LAW.
A new law amends the existing Law on Lawyers and provides new restrictions for foreign
legal practicing organizations to operate within Vietnam. While not onerous, they are new
and may affect the various law firms currently in country. Other changes are noted. SEE
THE AMENDED LAW ON LAWYERS.
Finally, we look at a situation that faces many investors throughout the developing world:
interference with an investment project that comes not from the joint venture parties but
from non-private actors such as the government or its representatives. We look at
international treaties and strategies for providing means to obtain compensation should the
worst happen. SEE PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT FROM INTERFERENCE BY
NON-PRIVATE ACTORS.│

Briefs
New Rules For
Food Safety

Food poisoning happens every day throughout the country and there have been several
serious cases with large numbers of poisoned persons. One of the main reasons for this
issue is that many food business entities do not comply with regulations on food safety
assurance during the processing, supplying and preserving of foods products. This is
partially due to the fact that provisions on handling violations in the foods domain, as well
as remedies applicable to violators, are insufficient, vague and too weak for dealing with
violations effectively. Additionally, provisions regarding food safety are scattered
throughout several different pieces of legislation, making it difficult to create a coherent
enforcement strategy to prevent instances of food poisoning.
On 8 November 2012 the Government issued Decree No. 91/2012/ND-CP on the
sanctioning of administrative violations in the domain of food safety (“Decree 91”). It is
hoped that Decree 91 will help to better protect food products throughout Vietnam.
Decree 91 relates to administrative violations and their sanctions in respect of (i) food
safety assurance; (ii) conditions for food safety assurance during the production,
processing and supply of food products; (iii) conditions for food safety assurance for
imported and exported food products; (iv) advertising food products including information,
education and communication on food safety and the labeling of food products; and (v) test
risks analysis of food products; prevention and control of food safety incidents; tracing the
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origins, and confiscating and treating unsafe food products; and obstructing the state
management activities on food safety.
Under Decree 91, the primary penalties for violations comprise (i) caution, and (ii) monetary
fine of up to VND100 million. Supplemental penalties comprise: (i) deprivation of license or
permit and the confiscation of material evidence used for committing the violation. Decree
91 also specifies certain actions which may be enforced to remedy the consequences of a
violation. Specifically, forced recall, destruction or re-processing food products, food
materials, food packages in violation may be applied to the violator, and the violator is
responsible for all costs associated with the application of such measures.
Decree 91 provides a fine of between VND 1 million and VND10 million applicable to the
owner of an establishment who fails to obtain the proper certifications for himself or his
staff. In addition, a fine of between VND500,000 and VND5 million shall be applied to such
owner if he or his staff fail to attend the annual update training on food safety knowledge.
The particular level of the fine applied is based on the number of staff involved in the
violation.
If a food business establishment fails to obtain a certificate of eligibility of food safety
conditions, a fine of between VND500,000 and VND20 million will be applied. A lower fine
of between VND200,000 and VND6 million will be applied for using an expired certificate of
eligibility of food safety conditions.
Decree 91 provides high fines applicable for violations on food advertising. Accordingly,
acts of using the capacity of state agencies, medical establishments or medical staff for the
purpose of advertising food products, using specialized materials designed for medical staff
or state agencies to communicate to the public shall be subject to a fine of between VND5
million and VND10 million. A fine of up to VND20 million will be applied for an act of
advertising food products without a Receipt of Announcement of Regulations Conformity or
Confirmation of Announcement of Eligibility of Food Safety Conditions. The same fine
framework shall also be applied for an act of advertising food products with advertising
contents inconsistent with the ones approved by the competent authorities. Acts of
advertising with untrue contents or contents that mislead consumers shall be fined from
VND20 million to VND30 million. Supplemental penalties of deprivation of the right to use
the Approval of advertising contents for three to six months may be imposed. Measures for
remedying the consequences of the violation applicable in this case shall be the
rectification of advertising contents on the mass media, recalling and destroying materials
used for committing the violation, which are fliers, leaflets, and printed publications already
delivered or not yet delivered.
For food products which are subject to the regulations of labeling for genetically modified
foods, a party committing an act of circulating such food products without compulsory
contents on product label will be imposed a fine of from VND10 million to VND20 million.
Such violators may be forced to apply measures for remedying the consequences of the
violation, including recalling the food products in violation of the labeling regulations and
amending the product label so that it complies with the labeling regulations.
Decree 91 takes effect from 25 December 2012.│
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Some
Significant
Changes On
Unemployment
Insurance

The Government issued Decree No. 100/2012/ND-CP on 21 November 2012 amending
and supplementing a number of articles of the Government’s Decree No. 127/2008/ND-CP,
of 12 December 2008 detailing and guiding implementation of a number of articles of the
Law on social insurance regarding unemployment insurance.
Employees who take leave for the purposes of maternity and sickness and who are absent
from work for more than 14 days in a given month, and do not receive their monthly salary
are granted access to their social insurance allowances. Laborers who temporarily
postpone performance of executed labor contracts and are thus unemployed are not
permitted access to their social insurance allowances. To be eligible for unemployment
insurance employees must pay the monthly insurance premiums even if they only work one
day in the month.
An unemployed person who has paid unemployment insurance premiums but lost his job or
ended labor contracts or working contracts is entitled to enjoy unemployment insurance
indemnities if he meets the following conditions: (i) have contributed unemployment
insurance premiums for at least twelve months within twenty four months before applying
for unemployment indemnity, (ii) having registered unemployment status with a labor
agency when losing a job or terminating a labor or working contract within 3 months from
the date of unemployment, and (ii) failure to find a job within 15 working days after the date
of registering with a labor agency.
Within 15 working days of such registration laborers must submit an application together
with their social insurance books or certificates of social insurance agencies demonstrating
payment of unemployment insurance. During the period of unemployment, laborers must
hold their social insurance books and should supply all requested documents of
unemployment insurance payments within 2 working days.
Decree No. 100/2012/ND-CP takes effect on 15 January 2013.│

The Amended
Tax
Administration
Law

On 20 November 2012 the National Assembly passed Law No. 21/2012/QH13 on
amendment of articles of the Law on Tax Management (the “Law 21”). The Law 21 takes
effect from 1 July 2013.
In general, Law 21 includes new provisions and amends many of the existing provisions.
Regarding tax refund, Law 21 clarifies which cases belong to the “check before refund”
classification, including:








Application for tax refund under tax treaty protection;
First time applicants (except PIT claims);
Applicants have committed tax breaches during the last two years;
Payment is not made by bank transfer;
Application for tax refund as part of a corporate merger, demerger, dissolution,
bankruptcy, change of form of ownership, etc.;
Failure to submit further information on a tax refund application as requested by
the tax office; and
The import of goods belonging to the “check before refund” list as issued by the
government.

For the “refund before checking” classification, Law 21 amends the approval time from 15
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working days to 6 working days. Post-refund inspection must be carried out no later than
one year from the refund date in the following cases:





Businesses with accumulated losses for two or more years in a row, or incurred
losses exceeding their charter capital;
Businesses seeking tax refund from real estate business, trading and service
activities;
Businesses having changed their place of business within 12 months from the
date of tax refund decision; and
Businesses with abnormal changes in the ratio of taxable revenue and refunded
tax amount within a period of 12 months.

Regarding the new regimes that affect the current tax management system, there are six
major points that enterprises should note.
First, for the future of tax management, Law 21 emphasizes systematic tax risk
management, in which the tax authorities shall:






Proactively collect information and maintain databases on taxpayers;
Develop tax administrative toolkits and risk assessment criteria;
Classify taxpayers by level of tax compliance / risk;
Use IT systems in assessing tax compliance / risk levels of each tax payer; and
Systematically select targets for tax audit and investigation.

Second, taxpayers with a good payment history may receive priority treatment during
export and import activities. A taxpayer who meets all the following criteria shall be deemed
a good taxpayer for application of the priority treatment:






Committing no tax violations during the past 2 years;
Making payment by bank transfer;
Adopting tax and customs e-filing;
Maintaining transparent accounting; and
Having been granted with an annual export – import quota.

Third, the law creates a legal way for taxpayers to apply for the advance pricing
arrangement upon request to and authorization from the authorities. Advance pricing shall
be applied using the arm’s length transfer pricing method or price of related party
transactions method. According to Article 1.7 of Law 21, the advance pricing agreement
can be on a unilateral, bilateral or multilateral basis between tax authorities, taxpayers and
tax authorities from other countries or territories.
Fourth, the new regimes for advance confirmation of HS codes, customs valuation and
origin of goods have been made.
Fifth, under Law 21, overpaid amounts of any taxes can now be offset against the amount
payable of any other taxes. Currently, the payment of each tax must be accounted for
separately.
Sixth, Law 21 also introduces the new regime of quarterly tax declaration. We are waiting
for the guidance of the Government and the Ministry of Finance for clarification of this
regime.│
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The Amended
Law
On Lawyers

On 20 November 2012, the National Assembly adopted the Law on amendment and
implementation of a number of articles of the 2006 Law on Lawyers (the “Amended Law”),
which amended a number of articles of the 2006 Law on Lawyers.
Under the Amended Law, the duration of a legal professional training course is extended
from six months to twelve months. This change is made with the aim to improve the quality
of the practicing lawyer. In contrast to the increased legal professional training course, the
term of the legal practice probation of a trainee has been reduced from eighteen months to
twelve months.
The Amended Law also made minor changes in the conditions required for practicing law in
Vietnam by foreign legal practicing organizations (including foreign branches and firms).
Foreign legal practicing organizations, which are lawfully incorporated and operating under
the law of a foreign country, will be allowed to practice law in Vietnam if they satisfy the
required conditions, namely (i) they undertake to obey the laws of Vietnam; (ii) they have at
least two foreign lawyers, including directors who must reside in Vietnam at least 183 days
in twelve consecutive months; and (iii) such directors have at least two consecutive years
experience in practicing law.
Another provision remaining unchanged is that law lectures and professors are not allowed
to concurrently practice law with their activities of teaching at a law school. This provision is
set forth based on the argument that (i) statistics show that one of the limitations of
practicing law in the practicing lawyers concurrently work on many positions, so that they
cannot devote all their time for legal practicing activities; (ii) by allowing lawyers to work
concurrently in multiple positions affects their teaching activities and makes it difficult to
ensure the quality of the legal practicing activities; and (iii) law lecturers and professors are
still allowed to participate in legal practicing activities under certain forms, such as legal
consulting (billable or non-billable), legal aid activities, or participating in consulting
activities for legal practicing organizations; etc.).
The Amended Law takes effect as of 1 July 2013.│

New Protecting
Your
Investment
From
Interference
By Non- Private
Actors

When a company enters a new market with the intention of investing large amounts of
capital, whatever the industry, one of the most important legal issues they must consider is
the question of what to do if things go wrong. There are many elements that go into
answering this question. Who are the parties that might enter into a dispute with the
company? What kinds of disputes might arise? What protections can be built into the
contracts to prevent major losses to the company in the event that something does go
wrong?
Most precautions, particularly in joint ventures, focus on the potential problems that might
arise between the investor and the joint venture party. Rarely does much thought go into
protecting the company and its investment against interference from other non-private
actors. This is unfortunate as in many countries throughout Southeast Asia the issue of
government interference with foreign investment is pressing and arises more often than it
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should.
One of the reasons for this is that the protections against state interference are more costly
and time consuming than many small investors feel they can justify. But if the investment is
sizable, then a foreign company bringing major assets into a developing country should
seriously consider some of these protections.
Perhaps the single greatest protection is international treaty. The most valuable of these
treaties for investors is the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between
States and Nationals of Other States. This treaty provides a framework for investors of
member states to bring arbitration proceedings against state governments who violate
treaty rules or who take egregious actions to nationalize or otherwise expropriate the
investor’s investment. Unfortunately, very few countries in Southeast Asia are signatories
to this treaty. Cambodia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand (though Thailand
has not deposited a ratification with the International Centre for Settlement of Investment
Disputes) are all signatories, but the other countries in the region have yet to sign onto the
Convention.
This leaves a gap in which states can act and leave investors with little protection against
capricious and arbitrary takings or other behaviors. That’s why it’s important, for large scale
investments in non-signatory states, to consider the other protection available, the bilateral
investment treaty.
Bilateral investment treaties are treaties between two countries and generally grant the
investors of one country similar treatment as nationals of the other country. The benefits
and specifics differ, but almost invariably a bilateral investment treaty contains a dispute
resolution clause for instances when one of the country’s fails to abide by its commitments.
Specifically, this dispute resolution clause is available to investors from one of the countries
when the other country takes actions which lead to the expropriation or taking of that
investor’s investment.
For example, Vietnam has a bilateral investment treaty with the United Kingdom and Great
Britain. If a company from the UK invested in a major oil producing plant in Vietnam and the
Vietnamese government subsequently took actions, such as increasing taxes specifically
on oil producing plants to such an extent that the activity became unprofitable and the UK
company, in effect, lost its investment as a result, the UK company could bring a claim
using the dispute resolution mechanism contained in the bilateral investment treaty.
Oftentimes that mechanism is arbitration, whether ad hoc or organized, and provides a fallback position should the worst happen.
Unfortunately, not every country has a bilateral investment treaty with every other country.
Vietnam, for example, has signed 46 bilateral investment treaties and not all of those have
entered into force. So a foreign investor cannot automatically rely on this protection. One
thing a foreign investor can do, however, is to alter his corporate structure such that the
entity controlling their foreign investment in a country is domiciled in a country that does
have a bilateral investment treaty in place.
Taking the UK example again, a foreign investor who is domiciled in the United States a
country without a bilateral investment treaty with Vietnam might choose to form a company
in the UK. This company would then be a corporate citizen of the UK. If this UK company is
then listed as the owner of the investment in Vietnam, the investor can access, through it,
the UK-Vietnam Bilateral Investment Treaty and be protected by the dispute resolution
options contained therein.
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One caution, however, is for the company to avoid the appearance of opportunism.
Continuing the example, if the US company sets up a company in the UK with no other

intent than to have access to the bilateral investment treaty dispute resolution mechanism,
then the US company might be seen as taking advantage of the treaty and may eventually
be penalized by or denied access to the dispute resolution procedures outlined in the
treaty. It’s important, therefore, for the company to take the long view and consider all of
the various factors such as tax treatment and other benefits that might accrue through
creating such a corporate structure.
Protecting foreign investments against government expropriation is a pressing concern
when investing in developing countries. There is an historical tendency for certain
governments to take actions that lead to the loss of investments, particularly once an
investment demonstrates profitability. It is important, then, to take every precaution to
protect your investments against such actions by the host government. And foremost of the
precautions available to foreign investors are the protections provided by investment
treaties between the host and other countries. While not the ideal option, this serves as a
final recourse for the foreign investor to be compensated for a taking by a host state if not
for a settlement or concession that would allow the business to continue. In that sense it is
imperfect, but in an imperfect world it is best to plan on the worst and hope for the best.│
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About
Indochine
Counsel

Established in October 2006, Indochine Counsel is one of the leading commercial law
firms in Vietnam. The firm provides professional legal services for corporate clients
making investments and doing business in Vietnam. The legal practitioners at
Indochine Counsel are well qualified and possess substantial experience from both
international law firms and domestic law firms. The firm boasts more than 35 legal
professionals working at the main office in Ho Chi Minh City and a branch office in Hanoi.
Indochine Counsel’s objective is to provide quality legal services and add value to clients
through effective customized legal solutions that work specifically for the client. The firm
represents local, regional and international clients in a broad range of matters including
transactional work and cross-border transactions. The firm’s clients are diverse, ranging
from multinational corporations, foreign investors, banks and financial institutions,
securities firms, funds and asset management companies, international organizations, law
firms to private companies, SMEs and start-up firms in Vietnam.
Indochine Counsel advises clients in the following areas:







Inward Investment
Corporate & Commercial
Intellectual Property
Technology & Media
International Trade
Banking & Finance








Taxation
Intellectual Property
Technology & Media
International Trade
Mining & Energy
Property & Construction

A full list of partners, associates and other professionals is available on our website.

|
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Hanoi Office
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Duy Tan Street, Cau Giay District, Hanoi, Vietnam
T +844 3795 5261 | F +844 3795 5262 | hanoi@indochinecounsel.com
Contacts
Dang The Duc | Managing Partner | duc.dang@indochinecounsel.com
Le Nguyen Huy Thuy | Partner | thuy.le@indochinecounsel.com
Phan Anh Vu | Partner | vu.phan@indochinecounsel.com
Nguyen Thi Hong Anh | Partner | anh.nguyen@indochinecounsel.com
Indochine-Apex Korean Desk
APEX LLC. Vietnam Office (Ho Chi Minh City)
K. C. Lee | Business Lawyer | kclee@indochinecounsel.com &
kclee@apexlaw.co.kr
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